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Lock Bibcock
Lock bibcock is a ball valve produced by
Wanrong Copper Industry Co., LTD.The lock
faucet adopts national standard 0# high quality
zinc ingot.Locking leading sealed performance
is good, smooth switch, can meet the
requirements of multiple continuous fast shut
down, to ensure the product from high
temperature 60 ℃ to 10 ℃ low temperature -
good sealing performance, and wanshirong®
are the optimization of product and process
optimization, lay the foundation for we provide

customers high quality products, and become their good quality suppliers.

High Quality Lock Bibcock of Manufacturers

1.Introduction

Since the beginning of production in 2004, customers have responded well to the quality,
price and service of the products.We adhere to the attitude of mutual benefit, excellence,
wanshirong® will carry out a variety of sealing performance tests for each product, and in
accordance with the standards provided by customers to produce high-quality,
preferential valve products, and to provide customers with quality service, hoping to
become a customer quality supplier.

2. Feature And Application

Our Lock bibcock is widely used in garden and agricultural irrigation.

3.Details

Lock bibcock consists of 0# lead-free zinc valve body, cast iron valve ball, iron valve stem,
and equipped with ABS seat and non-toxic rubber sealing ring as the main components
and accessories, pure steel plastic handle.
The product surface is sand plating nickel, beautiful appearance, simple, generous,
suitable for any installation environment.
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4. Qualification

products through IOS9001 certification, is the customer's reliable products.

5.Deliver,Shipping And Serving

sample Sample lead time:15days
Delivery terms FOB (NINGBO SHANGHAI) ,CNF, CIF
Terms of payment T/T, L/C
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